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Hail fall ruined the ideal status of our new crop.
 Crop News: In the last ten days we have experienced in several areas of Greece hail falls that harmed
many crops. Especially in parts of Larisa (Thessaly area maybe 2,000 hectares) where the production of
cotton is very strong many fields suffered by the hail. Traditionally within May the weather is more stormy
than usual and sometimes hail falls may occur. The bad thing is that in this season hail hit one of the best
cotton areas of Greece.

Anyhow, growers are appraising the damage and in many cases they have already started replanting. This
will definitely bring some delay on the specific fields while also the production cost will be increased, but it is
the only way that growers will get a decent production. Apart from that, it is estimated that the new crop
acreage has declined from previous season by about 12% (most probably total acreage will be 245,000 he).
This reduction is justified by the falling lint prices, the increased cost of production and the bad sentiment of
growers caused by the low yields for a second year in a row (green worm).



 Business News: In the last two weeks few new sales of new crop have been concluded. Following market
collapse ginners tried to get better basis and offered bit higher. Finally very few merchants paid levels higher
than the ‘even' Dec for a typical HVI 41. It is estimated that about 18,000 tons have been sold so far which
historically is a rather low figure for this month of the season. Of course we should bear in mind that very few
ginners are able of selling forward so it is obvious that on call new sales will be less this season.
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Disclaimer

Information contained herein is based on data obtained from recognized statistical services,
issue reports or communications, or other sources, believed to be reliable. However, such
information has not been verified by “Investment Research & Analysis Journal” (“IRAJ”), and
“IRAJ” does not make any representation as to its accuracy and completeness. Opinions,
estimates, and statements nonfactual in nature expressed in the research reports presented by
“IRAJ” represent judgment as of the date of the reports, are subject to change without notice
and are provided in good faith and without legal responsibility. In addition, there may be
instances when fundamental, technical and quantitative opinions, estimates, and statements may
not be in concert. Neither the information nor any opinion expressed shall constitute an offer to
sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any shares, warrants, convertible securities or options of
“covered companies” by no means.
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